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ADDENDUM #2 

 
To: ALL PROSPECTIVE FIRMS 

 

Re: INVITATION FOR BIDS: 15-042-CW LMIG for Asphalt Overlay 

 

The Invitation for Bids, referenced above, is modified as follows: 

1. Why was there no provision for traffic striping in the bid schedule? 

 

       It was our original assumption that since our Facilities Management Department is in possession of a             

            striping machine that we would arrange for them to perform the necessary striping post completion of the       

            LMIG contract. Upon further review it was decided that it would be more efficient to allow the contractor      

            selected to execute the paving portion of the contract to also apply the required striping.  Attached you will    

            find a revised bid schedule that reflects this change. We had originally proposed a lump sum addition to this  

            contract but since the striping work is not solely contained in either the former city or county jurisdiction, it   

            will be more prudent to itemize the quantity of work for each jurisdiction. 

 

2.  Who is responsible for repairing/replacing any traffic control devices (specifically traffic signal loops) 

that are damaged/destroyed during the execution of this contract? 

 

It will be the responsibility of the contractor to understand the system that is currently in place and to            

repair/replace that exact system at the time that the replacement asphalt is installed. Attached you will find 

the revised 02000 spec.(Addendum #2, Attachment A) that will reflect that requirement. It can be found in 

A.4.g 

 

3. See Addendum #2, Attachment B - Full Depth Reclamation & Deep Patch with Overlay Bid Schedule   

 

Please incorporate this change into the Invitation for Bid and acknowledge receipt of this addendum on your bid form.  

 

Sincerely,      

Chauncey Wilmore            
Chauncey Wilmore, 



Senior Procurement Officer 
 


